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THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS.

The Perfect Democratic Voting System would be safe,
secure, easy to use, fraud proof and take place only on
Election Day or During Election Week. This system of
voting would not require any type of paper or machine
ballots, mail in, or absentee.

This system was conceived and written by a very
concerned American for the betterment of all citizens of
the United States. This is a world changing idea and
solution for perfecting our Voting system once and for all.
Its purpose is to be so easy and practical to use it will
ensure every legal vote truly counts and it will save billions
$$$ by eliminating ALL archaic and different types of
voting machines, systems and manpower, with no more
slow and tedious counting of ballots over days or weeks.

One National System with no individual state or county
incongruity. No machine software error mischief, ballet
stuffing or harvesting frauds are even possible. No need
for extending vote counting. Early voting limited to 1 week.



No mail-in voting so no comparison of signatures or
postal mark dates are necessary if ever done at all.
All nationwide states and county votes are tabulated live
as they are cast showing all running totals making election
day very exciting to see, participate in, and televise. The
calling of the election results would be at midnight the
election day voting deadline as it should be. The national
electoral college could even be tallied automatically. Every
vote is precisely recorded, who cast it, where and when
they voted without any error. The heart of the system and
the main reason for its success, will be a new Enhanced
Social Security / Voter ID Card. I named it the EVC Card
(Every Vote Counts) and it will not allow any type of fraud
and can only be used once for voting during election
week. One system, one card, one vote. GUARANTEED.
Democrats always say every vote should count so they
should be very happy about this new system don’t you
think? If not, I wonder WHY? Maybe because all those
illegal aliens being invited into our country won’t be able to
vote!!! This will be a no brainer for Republicans. And a
powerful incentive for legal immigration.

The EVC Card will be programmable each election
cycle with Social Security # ID Card Reader / Writers
similar to credit card terminals. They can easily be custom
produced for convenient access at common locations
nationwide. For example, Get a Big Mac / Cast Your Vote.
They can also be available outside the country as well.



Better yet, overseas voters and the disabled can get
Electronic EVC Cards. When it's time to vote, insert your
card, read the individual candidates platforms if you wish,
check your choices, preview, then click the Vote Button.
Your votes are now cast instantly and your card
automatically records and uploads your votes, then
deactivates the cards chip to prevent multiple votes.
One Card One Vote One System. Nationwide terminals
are all tied into the election mainframe servers during
election week with read only media feeds out to the press.

Registering to get your EVC Voter ID Card would only
require proof of a valid social security card and proof of
your voting age. You can even register to vote at terminals
that feature that capability. These smart terminals will
replace voting machines, all forms of paper ballots and will
be available everywhere. That is what truly makes the
system totally FAILSAFE. If you don’t have a social
security card, you are not a US citizen and you can not get
the EVC Card. No Card NO VOTE, Period. Every US
citizen is entitled to receive a EVC SS ID Card Free.

This enlightened voting system needs to be created
NOW and implemented by 2024 so we don’t repeat past
election fiascos. The best thing we can do now is to start
promoting this system to the politicians and citizens.
Then no one party or group will ever be able to manipulate
or rig the election system again. AMEN.



Unfortunately stopping any corrupt media bios from
breaking the 9th commandment, Thou shalt not bear
false witness and censorship is another matter.
The Real Reason Donald Trump and Mitt Romney were
beaten, was not by some illegitimate voter fraud but by 4
years of anti Trump propaganda. That is what deceived a
lot of good people that were programmed to vote
AGAINST Trump, NOT FOR Joe Biden. They will try to
do it again unless we stop them. This system WILL do
just that! The corona virus gave them an excuse to have
hundreds of election days to get out the media's
pre-programmed masses. That's the root cause of the take
down of President Trump. If this system were in place
then, Trump would have won. His error was hoping for a
big one day voting turnout, it was not enough. Without this
system in place, Election Week voting will only be possible
with the EVC Card Voting System. Now that I live in
Florida under the great leadership of Ron Desantis and
Marco Rubio, I have a feeling that Florida could be first to
adopt this system. I Pray we have the wisdom to get
behind these historic improvements to the election
process once and for all!

God Bless You and the USA.
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